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BREAKING VIRAL BOUNDARIES OF MIND
By: Seema Chaudhary, Associate Professor, School of Fashion Design, UID.
Scarcity leads to innovation at times. Students
of UID were in complete lockdown starting from
July 2020. They were not able to order any
material online or buy from local markets to
make surface textures for the Advanced Surface
Development module in Sem 7 of B.des Fashion
Design. The innovation of a design aspirant is
unusual at times and surprising at the least.

Medha
Somani

The concept is ‘Raw’. She used old
sacks and wires to make a texture
that is rough, raw, and, sustainable
too.

Shaishavi
Mehta

Concept: ‘Relics of Indus Valley
Civilization’.
Materials: Peepal tree bark, Iron
rust water and Myrobalan to make
signs and symbols which were then
scanned to present her work
digitally.

Tejaswini
Khairnar

The concept is ‘Rain-making ritual
of Africa.
She painted on paper with all
vegetable pigments from Indian
gooseberry, Wild berries, and
turmeric with Gum Arabic as a
binder.

Ram
Kumar

The concept is ‘Armour’ used in
wars.
He recycled old wires of copper and
knitted with hand to make masks –
functional and innovative
solutions.

The usage of old materials lying at home and
making new conceptual products; by using
plants and trees around the house to look for
colorants for fabric and paper; and, recycling
what we throw in the dustbin to make functional
products is exemplary for many of these
students. Some glimpses are shown below:
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“We are lost… ”: This is what the students started
with at the beginning of the semester. However,
as time passed, they realized that new ways to
think about solutions are the only way out. Many
succeeded in applying what was taught in
online classes and getting the hands dirty in a
hands-on approach.

Authentic surfaces were presented using digital
media – the same mind converging real-life and
virtual life. I am sure these would be
remembered as a unique experience by not only
students but teachers as well.
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DODI
By: Nitya Sathian, AMG Sem 3
For my illustration class this semester, I created
a picture-book about meeting a pigeon when I
was a very young kid. The book is called “Dodi –
The Pigeon.”
One of my fondest memories include me
befriending a ﬂuffy pigeon who visited my
home. His sudden arrival to our home led me to
eventually adoring his every feature and
considering him as another one of my friends to
whom I could converse about my days.
Being a very young kid (in nursery), I honestly
believed anything my mom would say, so when
my innocent self had asked mother what the
pigeon's name was, I believed that my mom
could in a way communicate with the pigeon
and ask his name, solely because she was older
than me. Mother knows best, am I right?
With this the funny little pigeon was dubbed
DODI. As my mom had described it, she saw me
talk to the pigeon for hours on end about my
day at school, describe all my teachers and
friends to him and even discuss how many other
birds I saw in the sky that day! In fairness I did
just learn how to speak English correctly and
used Dodi to practice. My family was tired of my
childish banter anyways.

Couple of hours go by and come evening, Poor
Dodi seemed like he wanted to leave but was
trapped in my conversation. Clever me
however, thought that we could bring the bird
inside and include him into our family, this kind
of triggered a red ﬂag in my mom and she came
over and explained how like our family, Dodi too
had a home to go back to. He too had a Dad,
Mom and sister who were expecting his arrival
back home (Mom used only these three and no
brothers or other family members as my actual
family only consisted of the same, she didn't
want to confuse this tiny simpleton).
Weirdly this taught me the lesson of letting
something go for their good, even though I
didn't want to let him go. I was adamant at ﬁrst
but then pictured myself forcibly being dragged
away from my family and decided to let Dodi go.
I then sent Dodi off with a few tears rolling down
my face and proceeded to have dinner with my
family, being thankful for them.
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I intended this book to be mostly visuals and
used simple vocabulary so children could read
with ease. I could have taken a rather serious
route by focusing on only the moral of the story
but decided to keep it light hearted and
colourful. With this assignment I realised how
enjoyable it was to fully illustrate a picture book
and all the implications that come with it. From
character designing to storyboarding and all the
way to nearly sending the book for print I had
loads of fun and learnt a lot!

Years from now when I hopefully become a
successful illustrator/Animator I will happily
look back to this book to give me
encouragement and remind myself to just be
proud and enjoy work .
Hopefully everyone who reads this, too,
befriends this odd pigeon named Dodi.
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JOY OF PAINTING
By: Suchandrika Paidipati, B. Des LSA Semester III, UID.
There is a well known saying that 'Nothing is
permanent in this temporary world'. Life will
never be the same again. Everyone in this world
is trying their best to create, innovate, and
update with the changing times. Lockdown has
given us the chance to do interesting things,
think inside, and learn new skills and knowledge
to create rather than consume.

The clock strikes midnight, and there goes my
brush in acrylics. Art is amazing to me. Painting
is a healthy way to express your feelings and
calm yourself when times are rough. I have
always been fond of the abstract. The style of
the abstract can be left to the imagination and
has no true form. I usually love painting on
canvas, but this time I tried painting the wall too.
It has helped me a lot to utilize my time
positively. And I truly believe that anyone can be
an artist and the joy is universal. I fell in love with
these colours during this pandemic, and I hope
you do too!
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MASTERCLASS WITH MEG GALLAGHER
By: Diva Malkani and Manavi Gupta, B.Des Fashion design Semester V, School of Fashion Design, UID.

The School of Fashion Design organised a
virtual masterclass with Meg Gallagher, Design
Head- Ksubi, Australia.
Meg Gallagher is a Visual Artist and Designer.
She has a degree in Fashion Design from Otago
Polytechnic, New Zealand and also got a
scholarship to study at Europo Instituto de
Design, Milan. She is now the Design Head at
Ksubi- an Australian streetwear denim label that
retails in USA, Europe, Japan and other parts of
South East Asia. She has worked with some of
the leading artists and celebrities like Kendall
Jenner and Gigi Hadid to name a few.
The masterclass began with Meg taking us
through the Ksubi website and showing us the
various collections, they work with. She shared
details about the sourcing and production and
how the clothing is made in different countries
like Turkey, Portugal and China. She then took
us through the whole process of designing a
collection right from gathering the inspiration,
creating a mood, planning, feedback to getting
the whole range together. Most importantly, she
said, to always follow the brief.

Meg stressed on the importance of feedback,
how to take negative feedback positively and
how it is okay to let go of and edit ideas no
matter how close they are to your heart saying,
“You are only as strong as your edits.”
The session ended with questions from students
and faculty about denim washes, sourcing,
mood boards, connecting with clients, catering
for different body sizes, working with
celebrities, etc. Meg answered them all giving us
valuable insights from her career experience.
We had a lot to take back after this masterclass.
Meg told us how extremely important it is to be
professional, respectful, and easy to work within
a team. There are millions of talented people
who want to work in the industry but at the end
of the day everyone looks out for a good human
being and this is what got her through the big
steps of her career. All of us got to learn a lot
from her, from being kind to being professional.
We all are inspired to focus on the points she
highlighted.
As Vogue Italia rightly stated, she is deﬁnitely
“one to watch!”

Gallagher is an avid traveller and mostly draws
her inspiration from all her travels, the vintage
markets, paintings, photography and imagery.
She believes that inspiration should be the right
mixture of mainstream internet sourced images
as well as art and unknown experiences.
Screenshot from the
Screenshot from the session. Picture Creditsession. Picture Credit- Diva Malkani & Manavi
Diva Malkani & Manavi Gupta.
Gupta.

Poster for the session. Picture Credit- Pritam Saha, Assistant
Professor, School of Fashion Design.

Screenshot from the
Screenshot from the
session. Picture Creditsession. Picture CreditDiva Malkani & Manavi
Diva Malkani & Manavi
Gupta.
Gupta.
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OOGWAY'S WAY Believing in life's natural rhythms
By: Anjali Nayar, Assistant Professor, AMG

As I step into the role of a teacher, I ﬁnd myself
surrounded by the words and wisdom of the
wonderful teachers I've met in life (and in
stories). Today I'd like to talk about Master
Oogway from the animated feature ﬁlm, Kung
Fu Panda

Oogway is one such great soul. Long, long ago,
in the ancient land of China, there lived a tribe of
Kung Fu warriors. Wise old Oogway was their
master. He had uncovered the secrets of Kung
Fu and passed them on to a long line of
students.

One of the most beautiful and moving scenes in
Kung Fu Panda is where Oogway completes his
life on earth and ﬂoats away to heaven on a bed
of cherry blossoms. The tree has suddenly shed
its petals, forming a portal for Oogway to
transcend.

One of these students was Shifu, presently the
master of the Furious Five, who were known far
and wide as the greatest warriors of the day. The
valley was at peace and life went on as it does.
But one day, Oogway had a fearsome vision –
the vile enemy Tailung was going to return. If he
wasn't stopped, he was sure to lay waste to the
land.

Oogway's Way illustrated by Rahul Reddy, Sem
3, B.Des, AMG
The moment ﬁlls me with a sense of loss and
longing, because no longer will Oogway be
around to offer hope and healing and guidance.
But the thing about great teachers is, they never
truly leave us. Their wise teachings live on,
speaking counsel to us when we are lost and
fumbling. Even in his last moments, Oogway
gives to Shifu his last teaching: “You must
believe.” He is beseeching Shifu to believe in Po,
his newest and most challenging student, a
ﬂabby panda who only seems to care about
eating.
You must believe.
As I step into the role of a teacher myself, I ﬁnd
myself surrounded by the words and wisdom of
the great teachers I've met in life. I make no
discernment between “real” and “ﬁctional”
teachers, because if a teacher teaches a
valuable lesson, he is a real teacher after all, as
far as I'm concerned.

It was said that the only person who could stop
Tai Lung was the Dragon Warrior. And thus, it
became imperative to select the Dragon
Warrior from among the Furious Five, so that
this person could receive the secrets of the
Dragon Scroll and thus go on to ﬁght the enemy.
Yet, when the time came to select this warrior,
Oogway pointed to a clumsy and awkward
Panda called Po, who had just dropped out of
the sky (literally) and fallen into the middle of
the court. He had come only to witness the
event as a member of the audience; he was no
Kung Fu warrior; in fact, he hadn't even stepped
in a Kung Fu dojo his entire life!
But Oogway's philosophy was: “There are no
accidents,” and where his ﬁnger pointed was
where he put his belief. Shifu and the Furious
Five were indignant, ﬂabbergasted. How was
this untrained civilian supposed to take on the
enemy? But nothing perturbed Oogway, his
mind was so still, so calm. It wasn't that he didn't
care for the outcome – he worried deeply for the
people and wished for peace to prevail. But he
didn't like to disturb the natural ﬂow of life. He
didn't try to control events to enforce his own
rationalizations.
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I dipped into the Tao Te Ching to uncover tenets
of this philosophy, and this is what I found: “The
harder we try to force events to conform to our
moralizations, the less likely our success. On the
other hand, the more we yield to the rhythms of
life, the greater our fruition. How often Lao Tzu
bids us to put aside our ideological predilections
so that we may be free to ebb and ﬂow with the
new opportunities of every pregnant moment.”
So Oogway went with what life had put before
him. Had he used logic, he'd probably have
concluded that Po was incapable of defeating
Tai Lung. Yet, he believed in the mysterious
unfolding of events. He bid his student Shifu to
do the same. And when the cherry blossoms
dropped from the tree, Oogway ﬂoated off to
the afterlife with a simple acceptance, “My time
has come.”
There was wonder in his eyes as he glimpsed
beyond into this new journey, but just before he
disappeared he turned to Shifu and urged him:
“Promise me, Shifu, promise me. You will
believe.” He wanted Shifu to believe in Po and
thus teach him Kung Fu from this place of belief.
Only if Shifu could believe could he teach Po
Kung Fu before the enemy returned. This was
their only hope.
“I will try,” Shifu promised Oogway even as his
heart ﬁlled with grief at his teacher's departure.
Wondrously enough, the moment Shifu decided
to try to believe in Po, the universe ﬂung open
doors of opportunities. Suddenly Shifu saw
exactly how he could get to Po, exactly how he
could teach him – through food.
Thus began the greatest journey through
forests and woods, where Po, under the
guidance of Shifu, learnt the art of Kung fu, and
in this quest found his fulﬁllment. Po had dreamt
of being a Kung Fu warrior since he was a child,
but he had never had the opportunity to learn.
Thus, that which he was seeking came to him,
and he no longer needed food to satiate him. In
the ﬁnal moments of his training, when Po has
mastered Kung Fu, Shifu offers him a dumpling.
But Po just shakes his head and says, “I'm not
hungry.” His true hunger has been satisﬁed.

It is this belief in Po on the part of Shifu, this
willingness to see Po for who he is and identify a
unique route to teaching him, that makes Shifu
such a great teacher, and Po such a great
learner. When the enemy ﬁnally arrives, the real
test of Po's strength begins, and he wins
gloriously, ultimately bringing peace to the land,
to Shifu, and to himself.
There is a beautiful scene in the middle of the
movie when Oogway is still alive and has
discovered Po stufﬁng his face with peaches by
the cherry blossom tree. “You eat when you are
upset,” he observes, and asks Po why he's upset.
Po admits it's because he's terrible at Kung Fu.
“Maybe I should just quit and go back to making
noodles,” he says. Because while making
noodles is alarmingly disappointing, at least it's
safe.
Oogway listens carefully and then smiles.
“Quit, don't quit. Noodles, don't noodles. You
are too concerned with what was and what will
be.” Stopping to look into Po's eyes, he adds:
“There's a saying: Yesterday is history,
tomorrow is a mystery. But today is a gift. That's
why it's called the present.”
As he turns to leave Po with these thoughts, he
taps his stick against the tree, and a ripe peach
drops right into Po's hand.
Po stares after him, deeply moved.
Hanging on to these words, I feel a bit like Po.
And I feel a bit like Shifu when Oogway urges
him to believe ... urges me to believe. In myself,
in my students. I witness Oogway's ability to
ebb and ﬂow with the rhythms of life, and I learn
to ebb and ﬂow between the roles of student
and teacher – both roles part of this great
journey of learning. These twin roles lie in each
of us. They are the yin and yang of Kung Fu.
They are the two sides of the coin of storytelling,
which is my Kung Fu.
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MASTERCLASS EXPERIENCE WITH
ADJ. PROFESSOR DAVID FOLEY, PRATT INSTITUTE, NY
By: Shreya Nema, M.Des Semester 3, School of Interior Design, UID.

The university had generously afforded us a
valuable experience by calling in a masterclass
with Adjunct Professor Foley of Pratt Institute,
New York, in a live session on October 16, 2020.
Adj. Professor Foley has taught design studios,
theory, and color/materials courses in both BFA
and MS/MFA programs in the Interior Design
Department at Pratt Institute since 2009 and is
currently the Acting Chair of the Department of
Interior Design since July 01, 2019. He is an
architect providing architectural services for the
luxury retail and residential markets.
The Pratt Institute's students were described as
riders who experience the world and go through
different challenges. The challenge of failure
when they look at the universe. The task of
promoting the concept, creating the soft
building, creating fabrics, manufacturing and
designing furniture, researching textiles in terms
of ornamentation, creating spaces they need,
investigating light, and creating one.

He spoke about one of the process books
known as 'The Library Book' which describes
the 'Teen Library -Design' located in 9 West,
124th Street, New York. The design process
started with the site observation and analysis of
the activities performed in the existing space to
the identiﬁcation of something that could be
better.

Moving ahead onto the concept development
and implying boundaries to the design
development, he mentioned and spoke about
the Amateur, Furniture, and the Design
Proposal. The design of the teen library aims to
serve teens as a safe space using surfaces to
connect them to multimedia, interactions, and
community, and still be able to have their own
space when needed. The idea was to create a
collaborative and communal experience, which
has a place for teens to learn, focus, relax, or
socialize in smaller groups. To provide a
comprehensive study of space, Professor Foley
ﬁrmly believes in the exercise of form-making.
To explore the textures, the colors, the grid, and
the patterns, he began printing with scrap
paper, inks, and paints during the pandemic.
He drew each student/faculty into his
conversation and had a variety of questions
relevant to the portfolio. How to make the
portfolio stand out was the common question
raised by the students. Professor Foley quoted,
“Your work is you,” in response to the query.
What speaks for yourself is the way you present
your work. Let your distinctive voice take over
the presentation from you.
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He spoke about one of the process books
known as 'The Library Book' which describes
the 'Teen Library -Design' located in 9 West,
124th Street, New York. The design process
started with the site observation and analysis of
the activities performed in the existing space to
the identiﬁcation of something that could be
better.
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FEELING OF EMPTINESS
By: Sagarika Pawar, B.Des, Sem 3, Product Design, School of Industrial Design, UID.

Emptiness does not concentrate on a particular
person. But it is a feeling of everybody in
different ways. Sometimes you may feel
something is missing in your life. The emptiness
can be from relinquishing ourselves, not
concentrating on our hopes and desires. People
might relinquish themselves accidentally or
unknowingly because they were attempting for
reinforcement or approval. Abandoning
ourselves can spark anxiety, depression and
sleep deprivation. When we consider ourselves
to be uncomfortable in emotions. The inner
process slows down so strong emotions like
happiness and sadness are liking to be
experienced. The emptiness may even get to
you feel detached to your own life.
Reasons for feeling empty:
1. Stress or hardships
You might feel empty because you may have
experienced anxiety, which takes a lot of energy
to dissolve it. For example you have lost
someone precious in your life, which can give a
sense of emptiness. When you're emotionally
exhausted ﬁghting by yourself or the opposite
person etc.
2. Unrealistic Goals setting:
People are considered to be bored in life. People
need another direction to live life. Confessions
to people cause feelings of disconnection.
Spending too much time on unsatisfactory
content may contribute to the emptiness in your
life. Some-time people are not able to cope with
the plan which they have decided for
themselves.
3. Anxiety and Depression
This is the ﬁrst and foremost indication of Mental
illness. Anxiety causes overwhelming disorder
expressions for feeling numbness. Meditation
and counselling helps to heal from these mental
issues.

How to overcome Emptiness:
1. Spend time with yourself every day.
Fight the urge to turn to the outside world for
fulﬁlment. Instead of trying to ﬁll the void with
drugs, alcohol, TV, computer games or anything
else, look within and spend time with yourself.
People suggest carving out time to explore your
own desires, fears, hopes and dreams. This helps
you create “more meaning in your daily life and
your future. “Because different activities work
for different people, you might ﬁnd that
meditation, writing or exercise helps you
refocus on yourself. “It may feel uncomfortable
at ﬁrst, but the more you practice devoting time
and energy to yourself and caring for yourself,
the less present those empty feelings will be.”
2. Explore your current feelings.
People might feel “bored” or “distracted” or
“curious”. It's sometimes hard to name your
feeling. Concentrate on yourself may help to
name your current feeling. “As you practice
short intervals of allowing feelings, you will
gradually broaden your window of tolerance to
include bigger feelings for longer times.”
To conclude, Feeling of emptiness is just a phase
which is a part and parcel of life. And like all
phases, it will pass and cycle back. How soon it
passes and how long can one prevent it from
cycling back depends how aware and conscious
one is of one's own self.
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PERSPECTIVE DRAWING
By: Gauthami Suresh, B. Des LSA Semester III, UID.

Loving drawing and sketching to another level,
on the whole, I took up my module of
representation techniques with utmost interest.
As a teenager, I remember sitting in a quiet
place in Bangalore city just looking at the life of
people, capturing it in my head and drawing my
heart out.

When I got this assignment of a product
sketching and rendering in 6 different angles, I
was all excited. I had to visualize it in different
perspective angles and render it.
I picked up a DSLR right in front of me and just
began drawing, continued working on it for days
until this ﬁnal piece came to life. And the
outcome was just fantastic and thrilling to me!

Illustrations by: Gauthami Suresh
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UID FACULTY AT THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION
CONFERENCE 2020
By: Hariesh K. Sanakaran, Associate Director, School of Interior & Furniture Design, UID.

On October 29 & 30, 2020, Hariesh K.
Sanakaran, Associate Director of School of
Interior & Furniture Design presented his
research paper at the 3rd International
Conference on the Future of Education 2020
hosted online by The International Institute of
Knowledge Management under the sub theme
'Assessment Practices'.
The International Institute of Knowledge
Management (TIIKM) is an entity that facilitates
the purpose of knowledge transfer by
constructing the career of the research
fraternity through academic conferences. This
year's theme revolved around 'Innovating with
Quality for the Future' with subthemes
concentrating on educational practice, blended
learning, educational psychology, learner
engagement and inclusive education among
others. The conference brought together
educators, researchers and thinkers from 23
countries including UK, USA, Russia, Slovenia,
India, Philippines, Indonesia, Congo, Kenya,
Mexico, Australia, etc. Owing to the current
global pandemic situation, the conference was
held in a virtual modality.

Hariesh K. Sankaran is an architect, product
designer, urbanist, and the Associate Director at
the School of Interior and Furniture Design, UID.
His practice focuses on architecture, interiors,
furniture & product and is based in Chennai.
Alongside the studio dealing in commissioned
projects, he also established 'Descroll' a
curatorial practice that assembled signiﬁcant
architecture and design works, manifested
through a digital repository. The impact of this
'online magazine' was global. Further, the studio
also conducts several learner-centric,
customized workshop for Architecture and
Design students through 'Descroll Design
Experience Workshops' (DEW) concentrating
on exposing students to speciﬁc directions
beyond their curriculum. His objective as an
educator has been to motivate his students to
develop their own learning interests and critical
thinking, to establish a learner-centric
environment in the classroom through
experiential approaches to teaching and
learning and to guide students to develop in
personal, social and professional ways as they
step out into industry.

Participation in the conference was a wonderful
opportunity to present his research at a global
platform with a constructive Q&A session from
educators in other ﬁelds. It also provided
interaction and engagement with other
presenters and created awareness on other
challenges that educators of students from
varied age groups are facing and addressing the
world over. The publication is in process.

Screenshot from the presentation. Picture
Credit: Hariesh K. Sankaran.

Screenshot from the presentation. Picture
Credit: Hariesh K. Sankaran.
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Hariesh's paper, 'Student Engagement and
Assessment Strategies for an Online Learning
Ecosystem', is based on his practice-based
academic research. The paper discusses his
approach in creating a learner centric
environment in the virtual mode, engaging
students in a participatory design studio and
focusing on feedback and assessment
strategies. The paper discusses a case study and
evolves a framework for an assessment strategy
that concentrates on mapping the individual
and goes beyond grades.

Screenshot from the presentation. Picture
Credit: Hariesh K. Sankaran.
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